Wine by the bottle

White

ITALY (Sicilia)

101 GRILLO ALTAVILLA DELLA CORTE FIRRIATO
Delicate scents of white spring flowers and citrus. On the bright, linear palate, fresh acidity
supports peach and lemon zest while a hint of saline picks up the finish | 36
WINE SPECTATOR 89 POINTS

Rosé
117 ROSE’ STEMMARI
Made with Nero D’Avola, this bright Rosato from Sicily delivers juicy strawberry, crushed raspberry
and black cherry flavors. Vibrant acidity gives it a crisp, clean finish | 28

Red
301 CABERNET SAUVIGNON STEMMARI
Cassis, underbrush and vanilla. It’s easygoing and made to be enjoyed young. Its’ black currant, licorice and cinnamon flavors smoothed with
round tannins | 28
302 NERO D’AVOLA “BACARO” TERRE SICILIANE
Blue flower and black-skinned berry aromas. The juicy palate doles out ripe black cherry, blackberry jam and nutmeg flavors framed by
smooth, polished tannins. Enjoy soon to catch the succulent fruit | 35
303 PERRICONE FIRRIATO “RIBECA”
A bold, concentrated and modern wine, with opulent chocolate and dark berry aromas framed by oak spice and vanilla, old indigenous
Sicilian vine | 67
WINE SPECTATOR 91 POINTS

304 NERO D’AVOLA BLEND SANT ’AGOSTINO FIRRIATO
Aromas of dark berry, allspice and Mediterranean herbs. The firm palate offers dried black cherry, black pepper and clove
alongside fine-grained tannins | 42
WINE SPECTATOR 89 POINTS

305 NERO D’AVOLA FIRRIATO “HARMONIUM”
Ripe black-skinned berry, carob and cedar aromas. The chewy savory palate offers dried black cherry, raspberry jam and cocoa
alongside fine-grained tannins | 67
WINE SPECTATOR 90 POINTS

ITALY (Apulia)
White & Rosé
118 VENTO ROSATO
A blend of Nero di Troia and Negroamaro, this simple wine has delicate aromas suggesting
red berry, wild flower and a whiff of sea breeze. Bright and informal, the rather diluted
palate offers hints of raspberry and strawberry alongside fresh acidity | 32
WINE SPECTATOR 84 POINTS

122 TEANUM PINOT GRIGIO
Brilliant straw color with gold hints. The aroma is intense, full and fruit forward. Crisp with excellent persistence | 32

Red
306 PRIMITIVO DUCA DI SARAGNANO
Intense aromas of ripe red cherries and berries. It’s a complex and structured wine in which all elements are perfectly balanced
and harmoniously combined with smooth tannins and elegant, delicate acidy. Long lush aftertaste | 32
307 MONTEPULCIANO TEANUM
Aromas of wild red berry and Mediterranean brush. Savory palate offers juicy red cherry, strawberry and a hint of white
pepper. Lively acidity gives a bright tangy finish | 35
WINE SPECTATOR 88 POINTS

ITALY (Abruzzo)
Red
309 MONTEPULCIANO GRAN SASSO
Clean and fresh with violets, blueberry and blackberry pie and clove. Nice and chewy on
the palate, but not overwhelming. The ripe cherry and berry flavors continue throughout
the finish | 35
310 MONTEPULCIANO MARCHESI DE CORDEN “AIDA”
Black Cherry jam, black plum liquor of blackberry hint of clove. Medium low acidity,
medium tannins, good structure and a very casual long ending | 39
312 MONTEPULCIANO MARCHESI DE CORDANO “SANTINUMI”
Very dark cherry red with violet hues, oaky aromas with hints of pepper, leather and wild berries, medium acidity, medium
high tannins, very good structure and long velvety finish | 79

ITALY (Veneto)
White & Sparkling
104 PINOT GRIGIO ELUSIA ORGANIC
Quite full bodied for a varietal Pinot Grigio, but fresh and packed with pear | 30
116 SAUVIGNON BLANC PRA’ DELLA LUNA
Crisp. Fresh, Lemon and Lime with some Minerality with a hint of Apple and Pear | 32
203 PROSECCO BRUT DOC PRA’ DELLA LUNA
White flowers, then sharply set on fruity honeycombs. The mouth is fresh and pleasantly
soft, harmonious and round, of good length | 34
206 PROSECCO DOC LE GOCCIE MILLESSIMATO
Soft Yellow color. Typical floral scent with acacia blossoms and wisteria. Notes of honey and banana.
Strong acidity gives freshness. Bubbles are velvety and silky | 36

Red
314 CABERNET SAUVIGNON “DIEGO”
100% Cabernet grapes, slightly dried using late harvest method , to enrich the characteristic perfume of blackcurrant, plum
and raspberry. The palate is full-bodied and well-rounded with concentrated berry fruit and soft tannins | 34
315 RIPASSO SUPERIORE VALPOLICELLA VILLA ALMADI, LIMITED EDITION
Deep ruby in color with pronounced ‘tears”. The nose is of black cherries and liquorice with hints of vanilla .The palate is dry
and full bodied with ripe cherry . Rounded tannins with a lingering finish. | 42
318 AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA 2012 VILLA ALMADI
Full-bodied and dry with a perfume and palate of ripe black cherry fruit and notes of tar and dark, bitter chocolate on the finish | 92
334 AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA, 2014
Full bodied and dry with a perfume and palate of ripe black cherry fruit and notes of tar and dark, bitter chocolate on the finish | 69

ITALY (Lombardia)
White
105 MOSCATO CASTEGGIO
Very aromatic aromas of ripe apricots, sage, honey with a slight minerality. Medium bodied,
sweet and fruity with flavors of apricots and tangerine. Well balanced acidity and nice finish
with layers of sweet and citrus fruit with a slight effervescence | 36

ITALY (Piedmont )
White
106 GAVI PICOLLO
Straw color with aromas of summer stone, apricot, pear and white flowers.
Spirited mouth with a lively acidity and an almond citrus clean finish | 37

Red
319 BARBERA D’ ASTI SUPERIORE I TRE VESCOVI
This Barbera’s black cherry, blackberry and clove aromas segue to its simple palate.
Supple tannins and brisk acidity lend support | 45
WINE SPECTATOR 87 POINTS

320 BAROLO SERRALUNGA SCHIAVENZA
Rose petal, new leather, forest floor and balsamic whiffs of menthol take the lead on this youthfully austere red. Linear and
vibrant, the full-bodied palate delivers Marasca cherry, orange zest, cinnamon, licorice and an earthy hint of game. Bright
acidity and taut tannins provide an age-worthy structure | 94
WINE SPECTATOR 92 POINTS

ITALY (Tuscany)
Red
321 SANGIOVESE DUCA DI SARAGNANO
Fruit forward, black cherry, plum and guess what else, grape. But still more dry than
sweet. Nice spice of pepper and Marjoram. Smooth, long finish | 36
322 SUPER TUSCAN VALLE SEGRETA
Ruby red color with subtle purple hues. Taste of red fruit: cherry and raspberry, with
notes of tobacco and vanilla from the barriques. Persistent taste with round tannins | 42
323 CHIANTI CLASSICO SAN FELICE
This lively red opens with aromas of wild berry, blue flower and a whiff of tilled soil. The vibrant, straightforward palate
offers juicy red cherry, strawberry and a hint of nutmeg alongside sleek tannins and racy acidity | 46
WINE SPECTATOR 91 POINTS

ITALY (Tuscany)
Red
325 CHIANTI RISERVA SAN FELICE “IL GRIGIO”
Ripe berry, grilled herb, scorched earth, underbrush and clove are some of the aromas
you’ll find on this elegant red. On the firm palate, notes of star anise, white pepper
and orange zest add depth to the juicy black cherry core while polished tannins add
structure and finesse | 59
WINE SPECTATOR 91 POINTS

326 CHIANTI RISERVA SAN FELICE GRAN SELEZIONE
“IL GRIGIO”
Smooth and delicious, this boasts enticing scents of violet, berry, leather, tilled soil and aromatic herb. The radiant, elegant
palate offers ripe red cherry, crushed raspberry, white pepper and licorice, while a note of pipe tobacco closes the finish. Polished
tannins and bright acidity provide balance and structure | 89
WINE SPECTATOR 95 POINTS

328 SUPER TUSCAN SAN FELICE VIGORELLO
Fragrant blue flowers, perfumed berries, tilled soil, forest floor and a whiff of cake spice. The structured, elegant palate delivers
mature black cherry, clove, tobacco and licorice alongside a backbone of firm, fine-grained tannins | 98
JAMES SUCKLING 90 POINTS

329 ROSSO DI MONTALCINO PIANCORNELLO
Intense ruby red. The nose is dominated by sweet notes of mixed berries and elegant spicy hints. A fruity, dynamic, tasty and
persistent palate with a deep, fruity finish | 43
331 BRUNELLO LISINI RISERVA 2011
Truffle, saddle leather, game, crushed strawberry and grilled herb aromas unfold in the glass. The aromas carry over to the
earthy chewy palate together with dried cherry and tobacco. Tightly knit close-grained tannins provide support | 140
WINE SPECTATOR 91 POINTS

332 BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO TENUTA DI SESTA
Deep garnet that opens with tobacco, dark spice, forest floor and leather aromas. The pallet offers dried black cherry, licorice
and clove flavors set against tightly wound, taught tannins hinting the finish | 79
WINE SPECTATOR 92 POINTS

333 BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO SAN FELICE CAMPOGIOVANNI
Forest floor, truffle, new leather, ripe berry and a balsamic note are some of the aromas you’ll find in this delicious red. The
fresh, chewy palate doles out fleshy black cherry, chopped mint and white pepper notes, while big, round tannins provide
structure | 130
WINE SPECTATOR 93 POINTS

ITALY (Campania)
White
108 FALANGHINA FONTANAVECCHIA
Honeysuckle and tropical fruit aromas leap out of the glass. On the tangy medium
-bodied palate, bright acidity balances yellow peach, pineapple and yellow pear while
a hint of white almond backs up the close | 39
WINE SPECTATOR 91 POINTS

109 GRECO FONTANAVECCHIA
Refined and powerful white wine with a light straw-yellow color. The scent is floral with
a sensation of white peach, apricot, exotic fruit, anise and bitter almond. Excellent freshness and good acidity | 36

Red
350 AGLIANICO RESERVA FONTANAVECCHIA
A bold wind that opens with aromas of underbrush, tilled soil and black plum. Juicy palate delivers ripe blackberry and rich
black cherry accented by cinnamon, black pepper, chocolate and licorice , velvety tannins | 59

ITALY (Sardinia)
White
110 VERMENTINO DI GALLURA VIGNE SURRAU “BRANU”
Aromas of apple, exotic fruit and Mediterranean scrub lead the nose while the fresh,
savory palate shows juicy white peach, min and citrus zest. It has lovely balance,
structure and finesse | 39
WINE SPECTATOR 92 POINTS

Red
335 HORTOS CANTINA DORGALI LIMITED EDITION
Aromas and flavors of purple fruits, fragrant violets, baking spice, white pepper and smoke | 89

CALIFORNIA
White
111 PINOT GRIS,
J VINEYARDS & WINERY-RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY
Very lean in mouthfeel and very dry and light in flavor, this refreshing wine adds
cucumber flavors to lemon zest aromas. It’s light in body, crisp and tangy in texture | 28
WINE SPECTATOR 87 POINTS

119 SAUVIGNON BLANC
WILLIAM HILL ESTATE WINERY, NAPA
Aromas of lemon zest, kaffir lime leaf and honeysuckle. The palate results in with juicy Bartlett pear, lemongrass and citrus. A
round balanced wine with a clean and refreshing crisp finish | 28
120 CHARDONNAY,
LAGUNA RANCH VINEYARD-RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY
Rich full flavors of fresh peach, pear and melon, complemented by notes of baked apple and toasted oak. Well balanced with a
hint of spice and smooth mouthfeel and a clean, refreshing finish | 39
121 CHARDONNAY, GRGICH HILLS– NAPA
Estate Grown and The King of Chardonnay” since the winery began in 1977 . With a slight nose of noble reduction, this
seductive wine offers a wealth of balanced flavor and body, shining in tones of nuts, fennel, vanilla and mango. The oak is
measured and supportive, never getting in the way, allowing the acidity to pierce through the fruit. | 74
WINE SPECTATOR 93 POINTS

Red
337 CABERNET SAUVIGNON, STORYPOINT- NAPA
Deep color and full bodied with concentrated blackberry flavors giving big impact. Berry compote and light touches of maple
and wood smoke waft from the glass, then deep dark fruit flavors coat the palate while a moderately tannic texture finishing
with hints of toffee and spice | 28
WINE SPECTATOR 89 POINTS

336 PINOT NOIR, STORYPOINT-RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY, SONOMA
Well structures with features rich, jammy dark flavors of plume and baked blackberry, balance hints of pepper and complex
notes of toasted oak, roasted coffee, vanilla and caramel | 28
339 RED BLEND N.A.P.A. BY NAPA MICHAEL’S BLEND
Made from Cabernet Sauvignon, Sangiovese, Barbera and a few other varieties, this is dry and complex. It has cherry, plum,
red licorice, spice and cedar flavors | 32
WINE SPECTATOR 89 POINTS

CALIFORNIA
Red
343 PINOT NOIR BELLE GLOS-NAPA
Elegantly silky as it should be, with flavors of tart cherries, cola, red licorice and sandalwood | 79
WINE SPECTATOR 86 POINTS

338 MERLOT, EDNA VALLEY VINEYARD
Rich black cherry, cola, turned earth and smoked meats show strongly in the inviting nose of this bottling.
A fine-grained tannic structure kicks off the palate, where smoked blueberry and elderberry meet with leather flavors | 28
WINE SPECTATOR 88 POINTS

344 CABERNET SAUVIGNON MOUNT PEAK SENTINEL
Blend of Cabernet and Petit Syrah. Muscular and intense with rich, deep tannins and mouth filling. Concentrated fruits
aromas of dark currants with hint of brown sugar and sweet mint. Flavors of blackberry and cherry are woven through anise
and toasted cedar, echoing a long finish of sweet cream | 89
340 ZINFANDEL WILSON- DRY CREEK VALLEY, SONOMA
Vanilla, cherry and raspberry flavors are complemented by smoky meat and tar in this softly built, mellow and pensively sweet
wine that’s ripe and generous in body | 38
WINE SPECTATOR 87 POINTS

Sparkling
205 J CUVEE BRUT 20, J VINEYARDS & WINERY-RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY
Delicate dance of bubbles leads to a soft palate with flavors of lemon meringue pie, with a lively finish . This cuvee was created
to celebrate J Vineyards & Winery’s 20th Anniversary | 59

Oregon
RED
341 PINOT NOIR RESERVE, SWEET CHEEKS WINERY, WILLAMETTE VALLEY
Ruby color with bouquet of rich, ripe fruit and vanilla and oak. Weighty mid palate lifted by complex flavors of fresh packed
cherry, blackberry and toasted hazelnuts. Silky tannins on the finish | 54

WASHINGTON
WHITE
115 RIESLING, MARYHILL -COLUMBIA VALLEY
Lively citrus flavors frame the pallet with honey and pear, with lemongrass aromas complimented with lilac | 32

ARGENTINA
(Turpungato Valley)
Red
346 MALBEC GRAN RESERVA ADELMA
Intense red with violet tints, especially plum and raspberry, with oak highlight and the snuff if
chocolate and vanilla. Harmonious and soft tannins balanced and complex | 39

CHILE
(Colchagua Valley)
Red
347 PINOT NOIR RESERVA PUNTI FERRER
Cherry colored with red highlights. Intense nose of strawberry, clove, coffee and toast. Full-bodied
feel, spicy, with smoky and toastiness on the finish | 36
348 CABERNET SAUVIGNON RESERVA PUNTI FERRER
Aromas of cassis and rubber lead to a basic palate with plum, currant, spice and herbal flavors.
Drying tannins, a touch of toast and good overall balance define the finish | 36

SPARKLING

FRANCE

200 BRUT ROSE’ CREMANT DE BORDEAUX “AMELIA”
Very elegant with aromas and flavors of fresh cherries, strawberries, red currants,
and pastry dough. The mousse is fine and persistent with a creamy texture | 46
201 CHAMPAGNE DOM PERIGNON VINTAGE 2006
A gloriously ripe and toasty wine. It has a rich character emphasized by the round texture
and the creamy mousse. It also has great concentration, bringing together acidity as well as
dense secondary flavors | 275
WINE SPECTATOR 95 POINTS

202 CHAMPAGNE MOET & CHANDON IMPERIAL BRUT
This is a crisp fruity wine with attractive acidity. Its apple and citrus fruits are bright, shining through the light texture to give
a lively, tangy wine | 59
WINE SPECTATOR 89 POINTS

204 CHAMPAGNE MOET & CHANDON IMPERIAL BRUT ROSÉ
This is a well-balanced wine, full of red fruits and with an attractive, deep salmon-pink color. It is ripe, showing plenty of fruit
while also having a crisp texture and plenty of final acidity. The aftertaste is bright and lively | 69
WINE SPECTATOR 88 POINTS

SOUTH AFRICA
Simonsberg Mountains
White
112 SAUVIGNON BLANC BACKSBERG
JOHN MARTIN RESERVE
Round with perfectly accurate, varietally correct aromas and flavors. Bright without
being sharp, showing sweet-sour fruit and pepper hints on the close | 42
WINE SPECTATOR 85 POINTS

113 CHENIN BLANC BACKSBERG
Aromas of pear, apricot and apple, and on the palate, tropical fruit and pronounced acidity. Balanced with a refreshing edge | 39
WINE SPECTATOR 88 POINTS

Rosé
114 PINOTAGE ROSÉ BACKSBERG
Red fruit flavors of cherry and strawberry give way to minty freshness gleaned from earlier picked fruit. Lightly tinted from
red grape skins, this salmon hued wine is fruity and juicy on the palate. Low in tannins, it displays delightful notes of melon,
ripe tropical fruit and strawberry | 39

Red
349 PINOTAGE KOSHER BACKSBERG
This young wine is reminiscent of Beaujolais, with fresh aromas of crushed grapes and berries. Light bodied, it’s vibrant,
fruity, and fun with bright fruit on the palate | 41
WINE SPECTATOR 84 POINTS

